2021-2023 Title I, 1003 ESF-Focused Support Grant

Letter of Interest (LOI) Application Due 11:59 p.m. CT, April 21, 2021
NOGA ID
Authorizing legislation Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), P.L. 114-95, Section 1003, School
Improvement

Application stamp-in date and time

This LOI application must be submitted via email to loiapplications@tea.texas.gov.
The LOI application may be signed with a digital ID or it may be signed by hand. Both forms of signature
are acceptable.
TEA must receive the application by 11:59 p.m. CT, April 21, 2021.

Grant period from

July 8, 2021-September 30, 2023

Pre-award costs permitted from

Award Date

Required Attachments
1. Excel workbook with the grant's budget schedules (linked along with this form on the TEA Grants Opportunities page)
2. Pathway 1: Pathway 1 Supplemental Pathway Attachment
3. Pathway 2: Pathway 2 Supplemental Pathway Attachment
NOTE: All applicants MUST submit an appropriate Supplemental Pathway Attachment for EACH CAMPUS on behalf
of which the applicant is applying.

Amendment Number
Amendment number (For amendments only; enter N/A when completing this form to apply for grant funds):

N/A

Applicant Information
Organization Troy ISD
Address #1 Trojan Rd

CDN 014910

Campus 014910041

City Troy

ZIP 76579

ESC 12 DUNS 876330986
Vendor ID 17460024155

Primary Contact Darrell Becker

Email darrell.becker@troyisd.org

Phone 254-938-7887

Secondary Contact Cindy Holloway

Email cindy.holloway@troyisd.org

Phone 254-938-2595

Certification and Incorporation
I understand that this application constitutes an offer and, if accepted by TEA or renegotiated to acceptance, will form a
binding agreement. I hereby certify that the information contained in this application is, to the best of my knowledge, correct
and that the organization named above has authorized me as its representative to obligate this organization in a legally
binding contractual agreement. I certify that any ensuing program and activity will be conducted in accordance and
compliance with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations.
I further certify my acceptance of the requirements conveyed in the following portions of the LOI application, as applicable,
and that these documents are incorporated by reference as part of the LOI application and Notice of Grant Award (NOGA):
LOI application, guidelines, and instructions

Debarment and Suspension Certification

General and application-specific Provisions and Assurances

Lobbying Certification

Authorized Official Name Darrell Becker

Title Assistant Superintendent

Email darrell.becker@troyisd.org
Signature
RFA #

Darrell Becker
SAS #

Phone 254-938-7887
Digitally signed by Darrell Becker
Date: 2021.04.21 10:00:46 -05'00'

Date 4/21/2021
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Amendment # N/A

Shared Services Arrangements
Shared services arrangements (SSAs) are NOT permitted for this grant.

Number of Campuses Included in this Application
Pathway 1

1

Pathway 2

0

Statutory/Program Assurances
The following assurances apply to this program. In order to meet the requirements of the program, the applicant must
comply with these assurances.
Check each of the following boxes to indicate your compliance.
1. The applicant provides assurance that program funds will supplement (increase the level of service), and not supplant
(replace) state mandates, State Board of Education rules, and activities previously conducted with state or local funds. The
applicant provides assurance that state or local funds may not be decreased or diverted for other purposes merely
because of the availability of these funds. The applicant provides assurance that program services and activities to be
funded from this LOI will be supplementary to existing services and activities and will not be used for any services or
activities required by state law, State Board of Education rules, or local policy.
2. The applicant provides assurance that the application does not contain any information that would be protected by the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) from general release to the public.
3. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Statutory and TEA Program requirements as noted in the
2021-2023 Title I, ESF-Focused Support Grant Program Guidelines.
4. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Performance Measures, as noted in the 2021-2023 Title I, ESFFocused Support Grant Program Guidelines, and shall provide to TEA, upon request, any performance data necessary to
assess the success of the program.
5. The applicant provides assurance that they accept and will comply with the requirements of Every Student Succeeds
Act Provisions and Assurances.
6. The applicant assures that any Electronic Information Resources (EIR) produced as part of this agreement will comply
with the State of Texas Accessibility requirements as specified in 1 TAC 206, 1 TAC Chapter 213, Federal Section 508
standards, and the WCAG 2.0 AA Accessibility Guidelines.

7. Title I served Federally Identified campuses awarded this grant will engage in the Effective Schools Framework (ESF)
continuous improvement process and create a plan to be submitted to TEA that addresses the selected pathway aligned
to the Essential Actions (EA) from the ESF.
8. The applicant ensures it will notify the Vetted Improvement Program provider of intent to apply and, if awarded,
will work in good faith with the Vetted Improvement Program.
9. For all pathways, the applicant will budget at least the minimum amount indicated in the Budget Object Code 6200 Profession and Contracted Services.

RFA #

SAS #
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Amendment # N/A

Statutory/Program Assurances, cont'd.

10. The applicant will identify a campus leader, on each awarded campus, who will be responsible for managing the
grant project.
11. The applicant will provide access to TEA and its Vetted Improvement Partners for on-site visits to the district and
campus(es) as appropriate.
12. The applicant will attend and participate in grant orientation meetings, technical assistance meetings, other periodic
meetings of grantees, and sharing of best practices through the TEA program office.

13. The applicant provides assurance it will participate in all grant requirements including but not limited to an
ESF Self-Assessment, and ESF Diagnostic, developing a web-based improvement plan, submission of funding and
pathway progress reports.

RFA #

SAS #
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Amendment # N/A

Summary of Program
1. Describe how the LEA will support campus(es) in carrying out school support and improvement activities, including how the
LEA will develop a web-based improvement plan for the eligible campuses selected for this grant.
Located on Interstate 35 approximately midway between Waco and Austin, Troy ISD is designated a rural-fringe community. As a
bedroom community for Temple, Waco, and even Killeen/Ft. Hood, Troy has many housetops, but few businesses. As such, the district is
property poor, with 51.4% of students identified as economically disadvantaged. The district has four campuses: an early childhood
campus, an elementary campus, a middle school, and a high school. Raymond Mays Middle School (RMMS) is the eligible campus for
which this application is written. RMMS is a Targeted Support and Improvement campus, and as such, has already been engaged in
required interventions, making the campus a good investment for additional resources to sustain the work already begun with campus
instructional leaders as well as to expand efforts to improve instruction through job-embedded professional development and
instructional coaching within the Effective Schools Framework using the Texas Instructional Leadership Vetted Improvement Program.
RMMS with be a Pathway 1 campus partnering with ESC 12.
Troy ISD has established a history of effective leadership and support for campus improvement activities. Specifically, there is strong
alignment and collaboration between the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Accountability and each of the campuses. District
curriculum and instruction leadership is focused on the TIL work as the primary driver of improvement efforts across Troy ISD. For the
past two years, the district has voluntarily participated in TIL work at each campus and at the district level, regardless of accountability
requirement. Both district and campus leaders see the value in the work and how it will benefit students and student achievement. With
this foundation in place, the district already has established systems and expectations for campuses to engage in ongoing improvement
efforts, including robust processes for campus planning, on-site, lob-embedded professional development, individual and group
accountability, and an understanding of the improvement cycle. The district expects little to no turnover in district and campus
leadership during the next two years, creating leadership stability and an opportunity to establish momentum for dramatic turnaround.
The district has well-developed communication processes (for a small to medium-sized district) and will leverage those established
processes and tools to assist the eligible campus with creating and publishing a detailed, easy-to-use web-based improvement plan.
The required web-based improvement plan will originate at the campus, but will be support, monitored, and maintained by district
staff, who will ensure the plan remains up-to-date. The district will provide a plan template, and then work on the web-based
improvement plan will begin during the summer of 2021, giving time for detailed development and feedback from faculty, staff, and
parents.
2. Describe how the LEA will monitor schools receiving the ESF-Focused Support Grant, including how the LEA will: (a) Monitor a
web-based improvement plans upon submission and during implementation, and (b) Implement additional action following
unsuccessful implementation of such plan after the first year of the grant cycle.
Troy ISD will expand and enhance monitoring of the eligible campus. Existing monitoring of the campus improvement efforts include TPess goal-setting tied to improvement along with periodic principal appraiser visits to the campus. Further, previous monitoring and
support frameworks using TIL, in collaboration with the Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Accountability and Campus
Leadership Specialists from ESC 12 would be expanded. Specific monitoring will include:
--Required participation in a summer leadership and planning retreat
--Development of a year-long TIL scope and sequence, to include calendaring of all meetings and monitoring visits
--Monthly monitoring visits with classroom observation and feedback with teachers
--Monthly meetings with the campus grant project management/leadership team
--Monthly progress reviews of the web-based improvement plan, to include needed corrections and adjustments
--Publication of an improvement plan progress update to campus faculty, staff, and district leadership, as well as to parents, once each
six week grading period
--Identification of opportunities to celebrate success because the work is challenging, and staff culture matters.
Should the progress made after year one not meet expectations, district and campus leaders will meet with our ESC partners to identify
specific barriers to success. Data will invariably reveal where we may have fallen short, and resource may need to be redirected to
specific interventions identified in such a progress review. If significant changes are needed, an amendment to the grant application
and/or budget schedule may be submitted for approval. Additional actions following unsuccessful implementation of year one may
include:
--Designation of a new campus contact/project leader
--Funding efforts to address student or staff culture
--Additional instructional coaching for teachers in key areas where data are not meeting expectations
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Goals, Objectives, and Strategies, Performance and Evaluation
1. Describe how the LEA will modify, as appropriate, practices and policies to provide operational flexibility to the awarded
campus, that enables full and effective implementation of the Effective Schools Framework Essential Actions aligned webbased Improvement Plan.

All Troy ISD district and campus instructional leaders have had specific training on TIL. Moreover, the campus leadership
team at RMMS, the eligible campus, has begun studying Leverage Leadership 2.0 and portions of Get Better Faster, both by
Paul Bambrick-Santoyo. They have a grasp of the language and the improvement framework under the TIL umbrella that
captures Bambrick-Santoyo's work. Here are specific goals, objectives, strategies, and performance evaluations for the
project.
Overarching goal: To build an exceptional school at Raymond Mays Middle School where students learn and achieve at high
levels and staff members perform exceptionally.
Objectives for Year 1:
--Establish a foundation for exceptional teaching through high quality lesson plans from all teachers that include frequent
formative assessments.
--Build the capacity of campus instructional leaders to coach teachers through skill observation and feedback and coaching
conversations.
Strategies for Year 1:
--Engage the ESF diagnostic data and TIL framework for lesson alignment and formative assessment, utilizing our ESC 12
partners as expert coaches who will assist us in leading a year-long program of job-embedded professional development.
Performance evaluation will include an assessment by district and ESC partners of sample lesson plans: baseline and end-ofyear. Implementation support: at least once per month observation and feedback visits.
--Engage the TIL Action Coaching framework for observation and feedback, utilizing our ESC 12 partners as expert coaches
who will assist us by observing district and campus personnel having coaching conversations and providing feedback for
continuous improvement. Performance evaluation will include an evaluation of coaching conversation scores from the
beginning-of-year as compared to the end-of-year measurements of growth. One-on-one coaching with principals
provided by ESC and/or district staff: at least once per month.
Objectives for Year 2:
--Build on quality lesson plans by ensuring Data-Driven Instruction (DDI), to include deep analysis of student data and
identified gaps.
--Ensure student and staff culture are consistently developed such that the learning environment is engaging and joyful for
both students and staff.
Strategies for Year 2:
--Engage the TIL DDI framework based on the protocol developed in Driven by Data 2.0 by Bambrick-Santoyo. Performance
evaluation will include an assessment by district and ESC partners of samples of data tools and lesson redesigns.
Implementation support: monthly site visits.
--Engage with students, faculty/staff, and parents to establish a culture of success focused on rigorous lessons and
persistence toward achievement. Performance assessment will include feedback from students, faculty/staff, and parents,
as well as feedback from the ESC 12 partners as they visit the campus.
The district will modify practices and policies to provide operational flexibility at RMMS. Specific examples include:
--Flexibility with the process, format, and the content of the Campus Improvement Plan to promote alignment with the ESFfocused self-study and diagnostic
--Flexibility with scheduling, both for students and staff
--Flexibility with staffing, to include modified teaching assignments
--Flexibility with budgeting, to allow for supplemental local purchases not included in the grant budget
--Flexibility with assessment, to allow for innovative approaches to formative and summative assessment.

RFA #
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Budget Narrative
1. Describe how the proposed budget will meet the needs and goals of the program, including for staffing, supplies and materials,
contracts, travel, etc. If applicable, include a high-level snapshot of funds currently allocated to similar programs. Include a short
narrative describing how adjustments will be made in the future to meet needs.

The budget narrative below will address how the budget was developed, and then each aspect of the budget will be
explained in detail. The budget addresses two inter-related aspects of the efforts to improve learning outcomes for students
at Raymond Mays Middle School: 1) Needs and Goals of the ESF-Focused Grant program. The budget was developed to
meet the needs of the overall grant objective, goals, and strategies as listed on page 5 above. For clarity, each objective or
strategy where funding is required will be briefly listed below. 2) The specific learning needs of students identified by both
the Targeted Assistance and Improvement label from 2019 as well as the current data, which have been affected by COVID
learning loss. Naturally, there is overlap. The gaps identified in 2019 have been amplified by the pandemic. Therefore, in
addition to the ESF-focused work with teachers and administrators to improvement long-term outcomes for students, we
will target grant funds to key instructional materials that will address student needs. These efforts will work in tandem.
Part I
Overarching Project Goal: To build an exception school at Raymond Mays Middle School where students learn and achieve
at high levels and staff members perform exceptionally.
Objectives for Year 1: (abbreviated for space: see page 5 for complete objectives, strategies, and performance evaluations).
--ESF priority focus and TIL lever: lesson alignment and formative assessment.
Budget support (Supported VIP costs): One-year initiative/contract with ESC 12 (our VIP) to include required face-to-face
professional development, implementation support, and one-on-one coaching. Content specialists for math, reading,
science, and social studies will provide planning support for teachers prior to each marking period at the eligible campus,
with up to 30% of grant funds supporting work at the feeder campus, Troy Elementary School
--ESF priority focus and TIL lever: Action Coaching/Observation and Feedback.
Budget support (Supported VIP costs): Two year sustainability plan with ESC 12 building on the existing work already
started at the eligible campus and at the district level with Action Coaching/Observation and Feedback.
Objectives for Year 2:
--ESF priority focus and TIL lever: Data-Driven Instruction (DDI).
Budget Support (Supported VIP costs): Engage with ESC 12 to design surveys and collect daata on student and staff culture
and develop plans for improvement.
Specific Project Funding for Years 1 and 2:
--Supplemental funding for web-based planning software along with accompanying professional development.
--Estimated travel costs for TEA-required events or for VIP required events.
--Substitute costs during on-site professional development.
Part 2
Budget funds have been allocated to address specific learning needs of students:
--Supplemental mathematics planning, assessment and intervention tools. This is directly tied to the ESF prioritized area.
--Supplemental reading/writing units of study with accompanying professional development--tied to ESF prioritized area.
--Reading and math assessment software--tied to ESF prioritized area: lesson alignment and formative assessment.
--Classroom libraries for student use--aligned with TEA criteria for TEKS alignment and rigor.
Approximately $16,000 in Title II funds already allocated to similar and existing work in the district will continue to be
budgeted. Grant funds will be supplemental, allowing for the continuation and expansion of the work at the target campus.
Adjustments will be made based on feedback from the campus contact, based on data from the VIP, and based on student
achievement data. Budget amendments may be necessary and will be submitted if changes to the scope of work are
needed. Feedback is essential and will be carefully considered by the grant management team at the campus.
As a whole, this budget meets the fiscal requirements of the program in terms of personnel, supplies and materials, contract
services, and travel. Proposed budget lines are reasonable and appropriate for the program's scope of work. Oversight of
the grant and financial management will be monitored by campus and district personnel.
RFA #
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Budget Narrative, cont'd.
2. Describe how the LEA will align other Federal, State, and local resources to carry out the activities supported with funds received
under this grant.
It is crucial that program initiatives be aligned at both the campus and district levels. The benefit of the ESF-Focused grant
for the target campus, Raymond Mays Middle School, is that the work already begun there--and across the district--will be
enhanced and accelerated. While grant funds will be spent only at the target campus and up to 30% at the feeder Title I
served campus, the entire district will benefit because of the alignment of various fund sources. Here are specific ways that
Federal, State, and local resources will be aligned to carry out the grant project activities.
--Title I: Funds received at the campus through Title I will support the grant program with supplemental purchases
identified in the Comprehensive Needs Assessment, including instructional materials, intervention programs, and especially
student computing devices needed to access the intervention program for mathematics proposed in the grant budget. Title
I funds are often used to purchase classroom library books. Grant funds will supplement those funds as many more books,
both print and digital, are needed.
--Compensatory Education: Supplemental Compensatory Education (State) funds will be aligned with the activities
supported under this grant by way of personnel. Additional teachers and instructional paraprofessionals are budgeted
under Comp. Ed., and those personnel will be receiving the training, support, and instructional materials purchased with
grant funds.
--Local: Local funds received at the campus are, of course, the core of campus funding. The principal of Raymond Mays
Middle School is an experienced administrator who is eager to make improvements. She will, working with the Assistant
Superintendent of Curriculum and Accountability, align her local budget to support the improvement efforts. This
collaboration has already produced a draft calendar of professional development events that will mesh with the overall
district-level plan for summer and fall 2021 professional development.
--July 26: Leadership Retreat and Grant Planning and Calendaring Sessions
--July 26: Start Date for Online PD for Teachers: Lesson Alignment and Formative Assessment--Orientation
--August 16: Face-to-Face Training for Teachers: Lesson Alignment and Formative Assessment--Day 1 Planning support
--September: Cycle 1 Professional Development and Site Visits: Administrators, and Day 2 of Planning Support
--October: Day 3 of Teacher Planning Support
--November: Cycle 2 Professional Development and Site Visits: Administrators, and Day 4 of Teacher Planning Support
--January 2022: Day 5 of Teacher Planning Support
--February: Cycle 3 of Professional Development and Site Visits: Administrators, and Day 6 of Teacher Planning Support
This is not an exhaustive list, but provides an outline of key events in year 1 of project activities.
Raymond Mays Middle School is eager to make improvements. Again, the principal is not being forced to do this work;
rather, she is asking how she can improve what she does to help students succeed on her campus. The willingness is there,
and we need only expand the use of quality tools and processes such as ESF and TIL, to help her move the campus forward
and reach new heights of success.
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Equitable Access and Participation
Check the appropriate box below to indicate whether any barriers exist to equitable access and participation for any groups
that receive services funded by this program.
The applicant assures that no barriers exist to equitable access and participation for any groups receiving services
funded by this program.
Barriers exist to equitable access and participation for the following groups receiving services funded by this grant, as
described below.

RFA #

Group

Barrier

Group

Barrier

Group

Barrier

Group

Barrier
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Appendix I: Amendment Description and Purpose (leave this section blank when completing the initial application for funding)
An amendment must be submitted when the program plan or budget is altered for the reasons described in the
"When to Amend the Application" document posted on the Administering a Grant page. The following are required to
be submitted for an amendment: (1) Page 1 of the application with updated contact information and current
authorized official's signature and date, (2) Appendix I with changes identified and described, (3) all updated sections
of the application or budget affected by the changes identified below, and, if applicable, (4) Amended Budget
Request. Amendment Instructions with more details can be found on the last tab of the budget template.
You may duplicate this page

Reason for Amendment

Amended Section
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